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Abstract

The objective of this study is to assess the critical success factors needed to build faculty knowledge management systems with students by using phone texting platform. This study particularly investigates the efficacy of using phone texting platforms as primary knowledge sharing system in universities in the Middle East. Consistent with results collected and previous research, it was shown that knowledge sharing is plagued by various barriers while implementation of phone texting platforms was viable but also impaired. To ameliorate this, changes in cultural, leadership and control attitudes ought to be undertaken to ensure knowledge sharing technologies are integrated in culture as well as in the universities. Revision of government policy is also important in order to foster implementation of knowledge management systems in universities and they can also help in availing the capital outlays required for infrastructure. Furthermore, collaboration with western universities who have already impended phone texting platforms as knowledge sharing systems is also essential. Finally, training of faculty members on how to use and integrate knowledge sharing technology especially phone texting platform will help in augmenting their skills in this facet of knowledge management.
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1. Introduction

The concept of knowledge management (KM) has been extensively used in institutions over the years. As defined by Liebowitz & Frank, (2016), knowledge management refers to an interdisciplinary approach employed in order to achieve an organization’s goals by facilitating efficient utilization of knowledge. Wang et al., (2014) assert that the concept refers to practices of knowledge creation, sharing, utilization and storage undertaken by organizations to facilitate information flow in an organization. In all organizations that knowledge sharing is used, it primary focus is directed at; enhancing continuous improvement at the institution, integration, sharing from learnt lessons, enhancing innovation, gaining competitive advantage, and improving performance (Donate & de Pablo, 2015).

Essentially, knowledge management helps empowering organizational learning. In recent years, the KM has found applications in educational institutions especially universities and colleges. Naser et al., (2016) posit that, universities have extensively used knowledge management in order to build human capital through knowledge sharing activities such as research and development and training. For instance, Chen et al., (2016) note that extensive knowledge sharing and management in universities have become essential aspects in the sprouting and progress of technological hubs such as; Shenzhen Hi-Tech Industrial Park, Silicon Wadi, Hsinchu Science Park and Silicon valley. However, in universities in the Middle East, Kamask & Bulutlar, (2010) note that lack of sharing knowledge is rife and has led to poor utilization of cognitive resources leading to limited realization of such establishments.

The interest in knowledge sharing in universities has increased due to the advent of technological innovations and the internet (Li et al., 2014). Additionally, this concept has been boosted by other drivers such as; intra-organizational drivers, human resource drivers, economic drivers, process drivers and knowledge-based drivers. However, Fullwood et al., (2017) note that technological drivers have been the primary underpinning factors in KM and sharing especially, the advent of social media, emails, search engines like Google and other fast file sharing platforms. In universities, students have been shown to use phone texting platforms which also have file sharing capabilities as a method of knowledge sharing. This phenomenon has coincided with the search for ways of improving electronic communication between administrators, staffers and students.

2. Research Problem

Knowledge management has become a significant aspect of enhancing competitive environments and elevating the organizational success (Usman & Oyefolahan, 2014). Once knowledge has been generated, it is essential that it is widely used through efficient and effective distribution. In Universities, this is carried out to ensure students attain higher academic excellence; through knowledge sharing, the students can pursue innovation, research and development. While there are many established platforms for knowledge sharing, institutions contend with challenges of how to effectively carry out knowledge sharing and management with the dynamic popularity of different platforms. Additionally, effective...
sharing of knowledge has been curtailed by a lack of an out and out knowledge sharing method to facilitate knowledge management (Chong & Besharati, 2014). Thus, many faculty members, administrators and staffs are searching for ways to improve how they communicate electronically with students for enhancing knowledge sharing. Some academics argue that universities should be active on whatever platform students regularly use, whether it is email, Facebook or text messaging. Others argue that universities should require students to use email, as it will likely be one of their main forms of communication once they enter the workforce; however, there is a growing feeling that universities should consider phone texting. This protracted problem of knowledge sharing is deeply rooted in the Middle Eastern universities. Thus, this study aims to evaluate the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) of faculty knowledge management systems with students by using phone texting platform.

To help address this problem, the following specific research questions will be used:

What information and knowledge resources are students sharing?
What problems are currently encountered by academics during knowledge sharing in Middle Eastern universities?
What contemporary facilities are available to promote information and knowledge sharing in Middle Eastern universities?
What are the benefits for adoption of knowledge sharing in Middle Eastern universities?
What are the student preferences in regards to systems for information sharing?

3. Significance of the Study

The demand for highly qualified human resource across different organizations in the Middle East is high (Shaw, 2015). This demand puts strain on universities which are predominantly involved in endowed their students with knowledge and skills that enable them to enter the workforce. To augment this process, effective knowledge sharing and management is important. Unfortunately, in the Middle East, knowledge sharing especially in higher education institutions if comparatively low (Seba et al., 2012) due to lack of dedicated knowledge sharing platforms. Hence, the significance of this study is to outline that using phone texting platforms has high efficacies in faculty-student knowledge sharing activities in the Middle East. This study will also help to influence the opinions of students, staffs, administrators and policy makers in universities concerning the use of phone texting platform as method of knowledge sharing. Furthermore, the research will fill research gaps related to the use of electronic knowledge sharing systems in universities and the challenges involved in implementation of knowledge sharing in the Middle Eastern universities. Lastly, the study will help to outline how mobile technology can be integrated into universities to facilitate knowledge creation, acquisition and sharing.

4. Limitations of the Study

First, this study limited itself on knowledge management and sharing in the Middle East notwithstanding the fact that the concept is employed in many institutions across the globe. Thus the generalizability of the study’s results is constrained due to the limited scope of study. Additionally, the phenomenon of using phone texting platforms in Middle Eastern universities for sharing of knowledge is quite new. Thus, acquisition of resources and data related to the subject was difficult and literature to base the study on was limited. Thus, the study had to rely on literature and resources that were similar rather than literature on the subject itself. Additionally, due to the fact that there is limited information and data to indicate how knowledge sharing has been taking place via phone texting, data collection was challenging.

5. Operational Definitions

Knowledge sharing—according to Dong et al., (2017), this comprises activities which expertise and information are shared between different people. For instance, explicit knowledge can be shared through; access, guidance, awareness and articulation.

Knowledge management—According to Levin, (2008), knowledge management is the creation, combination, securing, retrieval and distribution of knowledge. On the other hand, Cvitanovic et al., (2015) define it as the process of managing information-based knowledge resources of an institution.

Techno-centric knowledge management—according to Ennals et al., (2016) this process focuses on the use of technology underpin knowledge creation and sharing.

Explicit knowledge—Beceera-Fernandez & Sabherwal, (2014) it as a type of knowledge which can be easily codified, verbalized, accessed and articulated. This knowledge is transmittable to other recipients and can be stored in various media forms.

6. Previous Studies

6.1 Knowledge Management Practices in Universities

Since the theory of organizational knowledge creation was formulated by Nonaka in 1994, knowledge management has been gradually ushered into universities. In universities, the primary source of knowledge is through human activities of; learning, innovation, teaching and research activities (Fitzgerald et al., 2016). Once the knowledge has been generated it has to be managed effectively, thus, various stakeholders in the universities are involved in knowledge management. A study conducted by Massaro et al., (2015) showed that many institutions believe that KM and sharing is a responsibility of librarians only. However, Dalkir & Beaulieu, (2017) argue that such reductionist views are oblivious to tacit knowledge and new methods of storing academic knowledge. As such, the advances made in technology have facilitated the move from using hardcopy materials as only sources of information and key methods of sharing this information especially in universities. Despite making strides in knowledge management especially the use of technology, Johnson et al., (2015) concede that most universities struggle with sharing knowledge created during administrative and academic process. To mitigate this problem, Asrar-ul-Haq & Anwar, (2016) posit that KM and sharing research conducted especially in developing nations in the Middle East and south Asian region have identified that universities are in the process of outlining and implementing methods and policies regarding the subject. These practices are aimed at promoting knowledge creation and curtail the barriers to knowledge sharing. Lastly literature from Adomlent et al., (2014) has shown that KM and sharing in developed nations is quite advanced and innovative techno-centric knowledge management systems have been developed. However, in sections of the world such as the Middle East, effective knowledge management and sharing practices are yet to be developed (Seba et al., 2012). This view is countered by Eid & Al-Jabri, (2016) who advance that technological tools such as emails, online platforms, social networks and teleconference activities have been used to transfer knowledge especially from faculties to students.

6.2 Benefits of Knowledge Sharing in Higher Learning Institutions

Knowledge sharing in higher education institutions has a positive effect on institutional success. First the use of techno-centric knowledge sharing platforms enhances the information and technological cultures of the institution. Enhancement of information culture leads to better sharing of information thus enhancing innovation, performance and research among faculty members and
students (Cheng et al., 2009). Seonghee & Boryung, (2008) has shown that knowledge sharing enhances collaboration between students and faculties thus giving a chance for enhancement of skills, performance and better chances of career advancement. Furthermore, there is increased efficiency and organizational quality; sharing of knowledge facilitates this by increasing the productivity, innovativeness of stakeholders at the learning institution. Seonghee & Boryung, (2008) advance that effective knowledge sharing between faculty members and students acts a decision support tool in academics. Institutions that have optimal knowledge sharing systems are able to realize reduced operational costs by enhancing performance (Wu et al., 2014). Furthermore, knowledge sharing helps in augmenting the learning and adaptability to new processes in an organization. Knowledge sharing also has the ability to improve communication which enhances staff participation towards achieving organizational goals. Lastly, knowledge sharing enhances information flow; Ellison et al., (2015) advance that it helps in cementing teamwork, enhancing individual knowledge, developing competence and shortening training periods.

### 6.3 Challenges of Implementing Knowledge Sharing

Realizing the benefits of knowledge in organizations is saddled with a range of challenges. First, Ritala et al., (2015) has noted that institutions incur more costs due to training of personnel; most of new age technological knowledge sharing systems require a great deal of resource investment in order to make personnel to be conversant with it. Furthermore, techno-centric knowledge management and sharing is hard to achieve because some systems are intricate and average students or personnel may struggle in understanding them. Chong, & Besharati, (2014) asserts that knowledge creation and acquisition form students can prove to be difficult as people value their intellectual property thus limiting the level of sharing. On the other hand, Widen-Wulff, (2014) posits that, knowledge sharing can lead to dissemination of redundant or out-dated information of the KM systems is not up to task. This negatively affects innovativeness, creativity processes and performance. On the other hand, Rego et al., (2009) observed that excessive knowledge sharing among students leads to information overload that diminishes the retentive and absorptive capacities of recipients.

### 7. Research Methods and Procedures

#### 7.1 Methodology

This research utilized systematic literature review as method of gathering secondary data. Fundamentally, relevant studies and literature were employed to gather knowledge relating the use of mobile phone texting platforms, knowledge management and knowledge sharing. According to Creswell & Creswell, (2017) the method can facilitate efficient collection of data within a limited duration; it saves the time that was to be invested in collecting the data. Additionally, the method is also effective in availing numerous databases of high quality which may prove resource intensive and time consuming when conducted by the researchers themselves. The method also limits the subjectivity of the researcher and helps to limit bias in data collection. Furthermore, Matthews, & Ross, (2014) advance that, secondary data collection helps in capturing past developments where a new survey may prove unfeasible. Lastly, the method is important due to the fact that the method is cost efficient. The method also proved to be effective due to tight schedules that students and faculty members have to put up with in universities making it ineffective and cumbersome to conduct primary data collection.

#### 7.2 Procedures

The literature search conducted was geared towards; assessing factors that influence the extent to which knowledge sharing systems were being used in the university and the level of penetration of these knowledge sharing systems. The search also probed the frequency of using mobile phones among students and faculty members as well as the level to which they use phone texting platforms. These parameters were gauged by tri-scale; low, moderate and high. Furthermore, the search highlighted the profile of university stakeholders by searching for average education status, age and gender.

To capture the secondary data, credible internet sources, official websites, reports, books and scholarly journals were analyzed. Before concluding the search, the sources were thoroughly analyzed in tandem with recommendations from Schreier (2014), who posits that sources must be subjected to an inclusion and exclusion criteria so that only relevant sources are used. Thus this study checked different and analyzed for incidences of bias or subjectivity. Additionally, the impetus towards certain studies was also analyzed to determine their relevance to the current study. Apart from this, the evaluation criteria involved determining the scope of publication, their target audience, date of publication, data collection methods, the type of research conducted, examining the authors’ credentials and the general relevance to knowledge management. To ensure the relevance of the sources is high, this research put emphasis on but not limited to sources published after 2009. Lastly, this study selected well known authors on the subject of knowledge management and sharing and evaluated other sources with contents relevant knowledge management and sharing as well as phone texting platform.

Coding was essential so that the data transformed can be understood by the software in a dedicated computer in order to facilitate analysis. To improve on the reliability of data and minimize errors from the analysis, multiple coding systems were established and worked on similar data but independently. A Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software was used to analyze the coded data. After analysis, descriptive techniques were utilized to come up with short descriptive coefficients to interpret the sets of data collected. The analysis yielded various frequencies and percentages concerning the level of penetration of knowledge sharing, frequency of using phone texting platforms and receptiveness to new knowledge sharing systems. The assessment of these results was done in relation to the gender, age, level of education and profession type held in the university. These key indicators were used to determine the efficacy of using phone texting platforms as a tool for knowledge sharing in the universities.

### 8. Data Analysis and Results

#### 8.1 Factors Determining the level of use of Knowledge Sharing Systems in Universities in the Middle East

The data collected showed that there are different factors that influence the use knowledge sharing systems in the university. Sidani & Al Ariss, (2014), showed that cultural aspects of the region were negatively impacting on the receptiveness of the knowledge sharing in education. An analysis of secondary data from Seba et al., (2012) shows that there is low receptiveness to knowledge sharing resistance of Western learning cultures in the Middle East especially the use of technology. On the other hand, data from Fullan, (2014) showed that many individuals in the Middle East believe that incorporation of western styled knowledge management and sharing systems into universities was an underpinning factor to cultural erosion thus increasing resistance to many KM systems. Secondly, capital was identified as critical factor to the use of knowledge sharing technologies in
universities in the Middle East. Fundamentally, capital investment in knowledge sharing technologies such as email and computers was quite high. These results are supported by the fact that the economy of most Middle Eastern nations is high due to a thriving oil economy. Hassan et al., (2018) also shows that disposable income in the Middle East is quite high and the per capita income is also up as compared to other regions such as south Asia, South America and Africa. Data from Khan et al., (2015) showed that this high disposable income has led to acquisition of technological devices such as mobile phones that facilitate knowledge sharing through mobile learning.

A literature search from Halpern, (2015) indicated that leadership and control in the universities was also identified as a major factor for the implementation of knowledge sharing systems in the universities. This was in tandem with secondary data from Romani, (2009) that indicates that poor research and lack of development in universities has led to poor implementation of new information and communication systems in many universities. This situation has greatly curtailed implementing KM systems in the Middle East because most of them rely on information technologies. It has been shown by Altbach & Knight, (2007) that government policy was also culpable for the implementation of different knowledge sharing systems in universities in the Middle East. A study by Ahmad and Daghfous, (2010), posits that there is fragmented intergovernmental policies regarding knowledge management and sharing especially in the Middle East. Lastly, inadequacy of skills was also highlighted as key factor influencing knowledge sharing implementation. As such, Tubaishat & Lansari (2011) highlighted that lack of skills had the most serious ramification on implementation of knowledge sharing in universities.

8.2 Demographic Profile of Universities

From the literature reviewed, it is evident that males account for a higher percentage of the university population (Miller-Idriss & Hanauer, 2011). On the other hand, Roudi, (2011), show that the youth are the most populous group of the university population; this age group has been labeled by Ullah et al., (2018) as being receptive to integration of technology and the use of mobile phones. Data from Al-Adwan & Smedley, (2012) showed that faculty members comprised a small section of the university population; most of them are male and older. Thus they prefer using paper and pen as the primary knowledge management and sharing tools.

8.3 The Level of Utilization of Knowledge Sharing Systems in Universities the Middle East

Data from Kamasak and Bulutlar (2010) showed that the level of utilization is quiet low as compared to developed nations. These results are in tandem with findings made by Al-Adaleh and Al-Atawi, (2011) who posit that the use of knowledge management and sharing systems was limited in the Middle East. It was established that leadership and control in universities and poor government policies relating to the adoption of knowledge sharing systems were culpable. This low utilization is created by faculty members; Al-Adwan & Smedley, (2012) shows that group are critical facets to knowledge management and sharing but their use of knowledge systems is low. In comparison, literature searched from Mirza & Al-Abdulkareem, (2011) shows that students were active proponents for implementation of knowledge management systems. As such, this segment acknowledges that they were proponents of integrating more knowledge sharing activities in universities.

8.5 Frequency of Use of Mobile Phone Use among Students and Faculty Members

Data from Khan et al., (2015) it is apparent that most faculty members and students in Middle Eastern universities actively use mobile phones with over 85.5% using phones. Statistics obtained from data from a report by McKinsey & Company, (2016) show that middle eastern countries such as Bahrain, Qatar and United Arab Emirates have a smartphone penetration of 100% with a 3G network coverage of 97%. These parameters coupled with mobile phone use are key facilitators of knowledge sharing. This shows that implementation of knowledge sharing over this platforms is viable.

9. Conclusion and Recommendation

9.1 General Conclusion

Knowledge management and sharing is essential facet in institutional success. Thus, it is essential to construct robust platforms for sharing of knowledge such as powerful technologies like mobile phone texting. The establishment of these reliable knowledge sharing platforms will help in the creation, storage and distribution of explicit and tacit knowledge. Additionally, it helps in enhancing performance, creativity, decision making and innovativeness of university students and faculty members. In universities in the Middle East, knowledge sharing will help them enhance the skills of students and their research abilities thus producing better qualified workforce for industries. It will also underpin their fundamental functions in society which are; exchange, creation, utilization and creation of knowledge. Implementing a sustainable knowledge sharing architecture in Middle Eastern universities will offer various value-added tools that will address complex knowledge management challenges and barriers to its effective use. One of these methods that can be implemented to facilitate knowledge sharing is mobile phone texting platform.

9.2 Recommendations

This study focused on the efficacy of using phone texting platforms as a critical success factor to build KM and sharing systems concentrated in universities in the Middle East. Based on data collected and analyzed as well as the barriers related to successful implementation of phone texting platform as knowledge sharing system, the following recommendations can be made. First, government policy and regulation should target their efforts in promoting KM and KS through phone texting platforms due to the fact that is the most effective way of information sharing. Periodic help in re-validating success made through monitoring of results and using feedback from stakeholders to formulate policy and regulation to govern the use of phone texting platforms in the university sector in the Middle East. Furthermore, the government can foster collaborative activities between western universities and local universities to facilitate skills transfer especially among faculty members in order to enhance their use of phone texting platforms as KM systems. Secondly, leadership and control in universities should focus on maximization of value of knowledge being offered by embracing phone texting platforms which are familiar technologies with most students and they can be used to index large collections of documents. Thirdly, faculty members should learn to use phone texting platforms in order to selective benefit from the platform that will enable them to create and transfer knowledge.

The performance of phone texting platform as a knowledge sharing system should also be periodically measured in universities in order to decipher its impact on knowledge creation. In order to ameliorate cultural friction, local experts in this sector should be contacted to help disseminate the knowledge on the subject and
help in creating the implementation frameworks for phone texting platforms as knowledge sharing systems. Lastly, capital outlays should be made especially from the government and universities to help in building infrastructure and implementation phone texting platforms to help in knowledge sharing. Consequently, universities in the Middle East will augment their KM practices and produce knowledgeable and more skills graduates.
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